In the designing process of high-speed multistage centrifugal pump, in addition to the hydraulic characteristics, the calculation problem of the axis of wet critical speed is the emphasis of concern. On the base of the finite element model of the "dry" state rotor dynamics, when the flow force play a individual role in physical separate discs and cylinder, resistance formula is derived. Establish the "wet" mode of motion equation of rotor disc and shaft section, then integrate the flow force into the motion equation of the whole system unit, we can find the fluid-solid coupling finite element model of the rotor dynamics. Write the calculation procedure with ANSYS APDL language, and the analysis and testing of fluidsolid coupling dynamics program to an actual high-speed multistage centrifugal pump rotor system is done.
INTRODUCTION
High-speed multistage centrifugal pump has been extensively applied in petroleum, chemical industry, electric power, steel and other important industry areas. As the important auxiliary of production device, with the increasing of single-machine capacity of large-scale production device pump units and the requirement of the operation reliability is stricter. Therefore, in the designing phase of multistage centrifugal pump, the rotor system analysis of dynamic properties is very important.
When the rotor system of multistage centrifugal pump is analysed, it is different from the general rotor system, that is to say in addition to the considering of the dynamic characteristics of pump shaft and the oil film bearing, gyro effect and the influence of a state fluid-solid coupling and other factors to the dynamic characteristics in the impeller working should also be considered.
We know that most of the rotor systems are surrounded by fluid, the effect of fluid to the rotor is obvious, and with the increasing of rotor movement parameters (such as speed), the effect of the rotor to the simulating subsystem dynamic characteristics gets bigger, and it will lead to wrong results if neglect it. Although some content of Fluid Structure Interaction was gradually added in ADINA [1] , ANSTRAN [2] , ANSYS [3] and other commercial software of relevant structural dynamics, because of the complexity and special characteristics of the rotor system, they are unable to fully meet the requirement of the rotor dynamics system. In this kind of situation, scholars both domestic and overseas did a lot of work. R. Fritz [4] , J. Antunes [5] [6] [7] [8] , Sun Qiguo [9] did studies on the Dynamic coefficient when the fluid machinery soaked in the big gap circulation, and the leaching. eccentric rotor is similar to the dynamic characteristics of oil film bearing coefficient. This way is used to try to solve the fluidsolid coupling problem of pump and turbine rotor system. But compared with the oil film bearing, due to the rotor structures differ in thousands ways, and it is very complex, the oil film bearing coefficient of the big gap circulation structure dynamic coefficient has not been found in engineering practice. There are a few scholars [10] who use the way of the additional quality ideal fluid to consider some effect of fluid-solid coupling in specific rotor structure, but the viscous resistance is ignored. This paper shows our attempt of finding a new way to establish a rotor dynamics of finite element modelling which can consider the fluidsolid coupling problem comprehensively and help us solve the fluid-solid coupling problem of the rotor system..
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MATHEMATCAL MODEL

The Power of the Fluid to the Moving Objects
Discs Do Translational Vibration in the Plane Parallel to Itself in Fluid
The analysis of the fluid-structure coupling dynamics shows that the discs of which the radius R is put in fluid, the density is ρ , and the viscosity is η , when it does translational vibration in the plane parallels to itself with the radian frequency ω , the fluid resistance is as follows
Discs Does Corner Vibration Around Symmetry Axis of Their Own Plane in Fluid
When discs does Corner vibration, the fluid resistance moment is as follows
The Cylinder Does the Translation Vibration Perpendicular to the Axis in Fluid
The fluid resistance of the translation on the unit length is as follows:
In the type, m
Cylinder Does Corner Vibration Around the Line Perpendicular to Symmetry Axis of its Own Plane in Fluid
When cylinder does corner vibration, it does the cylinder surface at the length of ds, the resistance moment of fluid resistance to the rotation centre corner is as follows:
In the type, m sa and c sa is similar to type(3), Above all of
The Finite Element Model of Fluid-solid Coupling
The Equation of Motion Disc
According to the type (1) and (2), the nodal forces caused by fluid strength in the disk:
In the type,
The equation of motion of the disc considering the role of fluid
Take the equation (5) into (6) and rearranging the fluidsolid coupling equation of motion of the disc :
The Equation of Motion of Shaft Unit
The nodal forces caused by fluid resistance in the shaft unit. According to the principle of virtual work and notes
And notes dF = qds
Obtained by the symmetry
The nodal forces caused by the fluid drag torque in the shaft unit. According to the principle of virtual work and
Take the type (12) into (13)
the shaft unit equations of motion considering the role of the fluid.
Take the equation (9), (10), (13), (14) into (16), and rearranging.
In the type, M
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The Equations of Motion of the Overall System
The motion equations of the overall system considering the role of fluid should have the following form:
is the system inertia matrix as a whole considering the role of fluid,
the damping matrix as a whole considering the role of fluid, 
ANALYSIS OF THE ROTOR DYNAMICS
The "dry" and "wet" critical speed of the rotor has been proposed in this paper. The "dry" is the rotor critical speed which does not include the impact of the fluid force, but the "wet" does.
For a high speed centrifugal pump of 10 stage, of which rated speed is 7500 r/min, shaft diameter is 85 mm, impeller is 215 mm, chief of the spindle is about 2353 mm and diameter of the support is 70 mm. Properties of material: spindle material is stainless steel H410 (1Cr13), ratio of Poisson is 0.3, density is 7850 Kg/m 3 , the density of young's modulus is 200 GPa. Strength the calculation program and analyze the system dynamic characteristics of the multistage centrifugal pump rotor by the parametric designing language (APDL) which is contained in ANSYS software. Because it is a high speed multistage centrifugal pump, the effect factors of gyro is written in programming, and the first threeorder natural frequency calculation results is shown as Table  1 . The result shows that critical speed of first order "wet" is obviously higher than that of the first order "dry" in the pump, and it is two times more than one order "dry" critical speed. The result shows that working speed of pump is lower than and away from the one order critical speed in the case of considering the fluid-solid coupling dynamic characteristics and it works in the range of safe speed. Figs.  (1, 2) shows that when fluid has effect, not only the natural frequency of the rotor, but also the mode of vibration changed. Action of Fluid to the impeller decreases imbalance response of the rotor, and it stabilized the rotor.
CONCLUSION
In the process of designing high-speed multistage centrifugal pump, flow has a significant effect to the dynamic performance of pump rotor.
(1) Integrate the role of fluid into the motion equation of the whole system to get fluid-solid coupling finite element model of the rotor dynamics. Doing dynamics analysis of a real high speed multistage centrifugal pump rotor system with the computer program of the finite element model, we can verify the theory that fluid has an effect on dynamics performance of transversal subsystem, and get conclusions by qualitative analysis.
(2) There are many differences of the critical speed between the state of dry and wet in multistage centrifugal pump, so the effect of fluid-solid coupling to dynamic characteristics must be considered when we design the calculation.
(3) The dynamics analysis of high speed multistage centrifugal pump rotor shows that, the effect of fluid to impeller will improve the stability of the rotor.
